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Congratulations!

You have been elected to one of the most crucial roles of your club. The club

president position is vital to your club’s success and requires dedication to the

role. 

This guide provides an outline of your various responsibilities and skills

required to lead your club successfully. 

On the website you will find additional articles, tools and webinars to help both

you and your board achieve the club goals and vision.

We wish you all the best!
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The Board President is responsible for ensuring the club sets a vision and meets goals and

objectives. You will lead the committee in a way that creates collaboration so all members

contribute and provide value. Your objective is to ensure the team’s success will take

precedence over individual success. Below is a list of official duties that can be related to

your position, however, every club operates differently. 

Official Duties

Establish a climate of

enthusiasm, support &

open communication

within the club. Make sure

all members feel their

voices are heard and their

hard work is celebrated.

Set the strategic direction

of the club and ensure all

committee members

work to deliver on those

objectives.

Develop necessary

relationships with the

local community and

various sports authority

stakeholders. 

Assist your club officers

in completing annual

achievement reports,

contest, and award

applications and the

necessary steps

regarding club dues.

Ensure all club and board meetings are well planned

and executed. Make sure your meetings keep

members engaged; have a clear organizational

structure and follow the club constitution and governing

policies.

Create strategies,

conduct evaluations, and

work to set goals aimed

at continuous club

improvement.

Develop membership

recruitment goals

throughout the year. Once

members are inducted, be

sure to help them become

actively involved.

Implement strong

financial controls to

protect the cash and

assets of the clubs as

well as the volunteers

handling the cash.



Checklists
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Weekly YearlyMonthly

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

Assist board/committee

memberswith their projects

Work with sub-committee chairs

on their projects

File or store any important

correspondence and documents

Communicate with

board/committee members, sub-

committee members, coaches

and club members in a timely

manner. 

__________________________

Arrange and plan the monthly

board/committee meeting__________________________

Submit all monthly reports

__________________________

Conduct the monthly

board/committee meeting

__________________________Review monthly financial reports

__________________________

Write and submit any content

required for marketing or social

media (i.e. monthly newsletter)

__________________________

Review the yearly

accomplishments against goals

and objectives__________________________

Set the goals and objectives

for the upcoming year

Review all club policies,

procedures and job descriptions

and update as required

__________________________

Communicate with

stakeholders 

__________________________

Arrange and plan the Annual

General Meeting__________________________

Conduct the Annual

General Meeting

__________________________

Ensure proper handover

activities take place for all

incoming board/committee

members

__________________________

Properly document any

important matters and

procedures if exiting the role

of President

Write, review and approve any

yearly documentation

__________________________

Ensure progress is being

made against club goals and

objectives



It's up to you to lead the way when it comes to creating a Vision for the club. Creating a vision

that is followed up by strategic goals and objectives, sets your club up for actual success instead

of just hoping things will happen. 

When working with your board/committee, try to make sure goals are SMART: Specific -

Measurable - Achievable - Realistic - Timely. Each goal should be specific, described as

thoroughly and completely as possible. They should be measurable; ideally, the progress and

success can be identified by a percent or number. The goal set should be achievable —

reasonably difficult but not beyond the club’s skill set. Lastly, establish a goal that can be

achieved in an established and reasonable timeline.

It's also important to ensure there is collaboration and that everyone on the board/committee

provides input to these goals. Collaboration is key to well thought out and robust strategic goals

and objectives.

Along the way, you’ll want to monitor the club’s progress toward the goals. To make sure you get

an honest understanding of your progress, be sure to include your members, executive board and

advisors in the process of evaluation.

Be the Visionary
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      REFERENCE

At yoursportsresource.com, you can find strategic goal planning tools to help you

and your board/committee plan specific goals for the year.
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Be the Problem Solver

As president, you’ll be expected to solve problems. Sometimes there will be problems with a

project. Sometimes there will be problems among members. Sometimes they’ll be your own.

Whatever happens, the first thing to remember is to stay calm and focus on the best outcome for

the club overall. Too often when problems arise, people forget to think clearly or get caught up in

emotions. Unfortunately, there will be times when alternative plans will need to be made or those

goals will not be met. Cooler heads will prevail.

When a problem arises be sure to ask yourself and others to define the problem. Ask yourself and

discuss with others about what, where, when, and with whom the problem might be connected. If

there is a problem between club members, be sure to stay neutral and open, and listen to all sides

of the story. After identifying the problem, seek the input of people you trust as to how it might be

solved.  Once either you or the board/committee have made a decision, you will need to set some

clear indicators for correction and make them clear to all involved.

Lastly, it's helpful to have a discussion afterward on what lessons were learned and if there needs

to be an adjustment to or the creation of a new policy or procedure.

Delegating can be a challenging but necessary part of your role. It is important to remember you are

only one part of a team and you’ll need to trust others on your team to contribute to the success of

your club. When delegating, keep in mind the following:

• Set clear expectations, responsibilities, and limitations. Keep people connected throughout the

process to the overall club goals and create individual project goals

• Allow for collaboration, freedom of thought, and decision making. You are not the only one with

good ideas and intentions

• Choose appropriate tasks to the board/committee member's skills and interests. Having the right fit

is essential to project or task completion to a high quality 

• Be supportive and trustworthy. When you assign a task, allow people to learn through the

experience. Avoid looking over their shoulder or micromanaging. Be sure the expectations are clear

and provide help when it's been requested. Creating trust is a great way to ensure everyone stays

involved and goals are met. 

Be the Delegator



Just like with the athletes, at some point during your term you might notice a shift in motivation.

Certain board/committee members may stop coming to meetings. Some may drop the ball or not

deliver on commitments. Or you may notice that no one wants to speak up or offer their opinion.

You may even lose your momentum. 

This is why having a plan and a collaborative team is important. Ask yourself: Are we working for

a purpose? Do you/they still believe in the vision and strategic goals? Do they/you feel valued

and providing input that has an impact? Do the members feel like they are being heard and part

of the vision? 

These can be a hard questions to ask and even harder to make peace with if you haven't been

the best at steering the team and creating a collaborative environment. But all is not lost, there is

always time for reflecting and correcting. Sometimes facing this head-on and opening up the

conversation to explain that you've noticed the shift and that you think you understand the

problems to be X, but you would like their input...is all that is needed to get the ball rolling again.

You can also keep these 5 tips in mind when trying to help others stay motivated:

      1. Be fair, honest, and consistent — show no favoritism, you are a team

      2. Survey your membership to see what group members want or need and provide avenues

          for recognition

      3. Give individual attention and demonstrate your understanding of members and acceptance 

          of their strengths and weaknesses

      4. Provide honest feedback — praise their successes publicly, and give constructive

          feedback privately to help them learn from their mistakes

      5. Involve members in setting the strategic goals and decision-making processes and clarify

          your expectations of members and their expectations of you.
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When people are involved, especially your friends, conflicts and problems can get complicated. One way to

begin to understand the conflict is to have each person write out five sentences about what they believe the

problem is, why the problem exists and what they believe needs to be done to fix it. If they only have five

sentences it sometimes helps people narrow their thoughts more, and helps you understand where things

may have gotten personal. 

Club President Guide

Be the Motivator

ADVICE
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Be the Organizer

One of your main jobs as president is to organize your meetings. When planning a club

meeting, the following should provide a good outline:

BEFORE THE MEETING

• Set an agenda, prepare yourself and your thoughts, so the meeting is organized and engaging

• If a speaker or guest is expected, confirm the details with them

• Send out any documents that need to be read before the meeting on time.

DURING THE MEETING

• Lead the meeting with support from other board/committee members

• Stay on topic and to the agenda

• Allow time for collaboration and thoughtful exchange to reach the best outcomes

• Expect and direct members to conduct themselves in a respectful manner

• Allow ample time for each member to provide their updates and to ask questions

• Thank everyone for attending and being engaged.

AFTER THE MEETING

• Review the minutes to ensure they are correct and complete

• Distribute the minutes to the board/committee members

• Ask members who did attend to let appropriate stakeholders know what happened.
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Be the Architect

As the club president, you won’t be building skyscrapers, but you will be building relationships. It’s

important to lay a foundation for your club at a variety of levels.

MEMBERS

As a president, the relationships within your club should always be important to you. Your

members should feel that not on you, but the board/committee members are approachable. It is

up to you to lead the way in ensuring all of you are in touch with your members. This means you

must create an environment that fosters and accepts feedback and suggestions, one that is

transparent with communication and creates opportunities for collaboration with your members.  

BOARD/COMMITTE MEMBERS

Your club officers will spend lots of time together this year. You may know them or you may not,

you may get along with them or you may not. No matter what, as a leader, your goal should be

to help the board/committee learn to work as a team. One great way to get club members off to

a great start is to spend extra time learning about each other and what their personal goals and

objectives are for their family within the club. This is also a great way to understand people's

perspectives. Having that perspective will allow you to bring the board/committee together

allowing you to head off problems and supporting everyone's strengths. The more you know

about one another, the more you operate as a team. In the end, building those relationships

helps to strengthen you so you all act as one and keep the success of the club as a focus. 

STAKEHOLDERS

Some of the most important relationships you can develop and foster are with those from your

community, local schools, governing bodies, and other sports organizations. Setting up regular

meetings or conversations with these stakeholders not only allows you to establish your joint

expectations for the year but also puts you in the position of taking advantage of opportunities as

they arise. Building these relationships also helps when you want to approach a difficult task or

subject where you may need wider approval, such as building a new sports facility. It's always

easier to approach such things when relationships are already in place. 



Questions and Feedback
Info@yoursportsresource.com

Your Sports Resource is brought to you by Renata Porter, LLC

Working with sports teams is an absolute passion of ours. We know how important sports are to our youth

and community, but we also know they don’t always have the best structure and development processes in

place. Our experience with sports teams ranges from strategic planning, shifting old mindsets, creating

effective structures, and working with both the coaches and the club Board to ensure a collaborative and

beneficial working relationship is established.

Need More Information? 

Contact Renata at rp@renataporter.com

www.renataporter.com


